
T
echnology Group International is a leading
provider of enterprise business solutions
for the small to medium-size market.

Since TGI’s original conception in 1990, the company’s
mission has remained solid—provide tier-one application
software functionality at a price-performance level that
can be readily accepted by organizations of all sizes, while
also implementing in a period of time acceptable to the
company without creating a major disruption in the on-
going daily business operations of the organization.

This mission is achieved through a collaboration of
leadership, a dedicated workforce, and a focus on innova-
tion. TGI’s Enterprise Series is a powerful product line
created for manufacturers and distributors alike. 

From 10 users to 1,000 users, Enterprise 21 is a scalable
ERP system that delivers highly configurable functionality.
Designed around industry best practices, Enterprise 21 is
intuitive enough and adaptable enough to manage even
the most complex manufacturing environments.

Enterprise 21 goes beyond standard MRP by providing
a flexible manufacturing environment that supports a
wide range of processes including make-to-order, make-
to-stock, configure-to-order, repetitive, and mixed-mode
manufacturing environments. Enterprise 21’s manufactur-
ing module offers robust forecasting, advanced planning
and scheduling, production recording, and reporting.

In addition to the core manufacturing capabilities,
Enterprise 21 provides functionally rich technology for
usage throughout the enterprise. As part of the standard
package, Enterprise 21 includes user-based dashboards
with integrated DSS capabilities, 360-degree CRM (cus-
tomer-relationship management) support, a complete
WMS, and a flexible financial report writer. Enterprise 21
also includes fully enabled integration to a variety of third-
party packages such as Microsoft Office and Outlook,
MapPoint, EDI translators, RF and data collection equip-
ment, barcode printers, freight carriers, email and fax

servers, ad-hoc report writers, and credit card processors.
Focused on long-term growth, TGI is dedicated to

exceeding customer expectations by providing exceptional
service from the sales cycle, through implementation, and
well after go live. TGI encourages an educated selection
process and offers free software selection tools to ensure the
right package is chosen for each project. Once purchased,
TGI offers a worry free purchase guarantee by providing
source code, one year free maintenance, and a money back
guarantee with each sale. During implementation and go
live, TGI provides benchmark technical and project man-
agement support through its technical team whose average
tenure exceeds 8.5 years with TGI and Enterprise 21. 

TGI implements, maintains, enhances, and supports
its packaged distribution and manufacturing software
solutions directly and via its channel partners.
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Borland Development Language 

Business Objects Crystal Reports Integration

TDCI Product Configurator 
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